
 

 
 

 


 



8th Grade Pre AP ELA: Summer Reading and Academic Vocabulary  

Welcome to 8th grade Pre AP ELA! We are excited you have decided to enroll in this challenge class. As you  
know, Pre AP ELA is a rigorous course that requires students to be avid readers. Summer is an opportune time  
to sit back, relax, and dive into great books. Volume reading, as well as choice reading, are vital components of  
the course; therefore, we encourage you to continue the practice of regular reading over the extended break. It is  
important you arrive to class on the first day of school ready to discuss your summer reading as well as  
immediately begin the process of literary discussion and analysis. You will expected to complete assignments  
based on the books your read, and these assignments will be calculated in your first quarter grade. Please  
accomplish the following prior to the first day of school:   
 
❏ Read two or more 2019-2020 nominees from the list below.  
❏ Read one or more nonfiction books based on your personal interests.   
❏ Participate in the FHMS Summer Reading Bingo game. The bingo cards and evidence of participation  

will need to be turned in to the teacher at the start of the school year .Recognition and prizes will be  
awarded to some students at the FHMS Kick-Off Assembly for the 2019-2020 school year!  
 

In addition to the reading requirements listed above, it is imperative for all Pre AP ELA students to be familiar  
with the 8th grade ELA academic vocabulary terms.. If you attended FHMS last you, you are familiar with the  
majority of the 8th grade ELA academic vocabulary terms already. Make sure to review all terms, and be  
prepared to take an assessment that demonstrates your understanding of the definitions. The academic  
vocabulary assessment will be calculated in the first quarter grade.   

 
Please do not hesitate to contact Dr. Holly Avis at holly.avis@fhsdschools.org or Mrs. JulieRagusky at  
julie.ragusky@fhsdschools.org with any comments, questions, or concerns!   

2019-2020 MISSOURI STATE READER AWARD NOMINEES  

 MARK TWAIN 

   Halfway Normal, Dee 
 Insignificant Events in the Life of a 

  Cactus, Bowling 
  Joplin, Wishing, Stanley 

  Mustaches for Maddie, Brown & 
 Morris 

  One for Sorrow, Hahn 
  Real Friends, Hale 

  Restart, Korman 
  Saving Marty, Griffin 

  The Loser’s Club, Clements 
 The Peculiar Incident on Shady 

  Street, Currie 
  Walking with Miss Millie, Bundy 

  Wishtree, Applegate

 TRUMAN 

   Click’d, Stone 
  Forget Me Not, Terry 

 Greetings from Witness Protection, 
 Burt 

  Hideout, Key 
  Long Way Down, Reynolds * 

  Lost Boys, Rosenblatt 
  Piecing Me Together, Watson * 

  Refugee, Gratz 
  Renegades, Meyer * 
  Rosemarked, Blackburne * 

  The Trail, Hashimoto 
  To Catch a Killer, Scarborough *

 GATEWAY

   A List of Cages, Roe * 
 A Short History of the Girl Next 

  Door, Reck * 
  Dear Martin, Stone * 
  Defy the Stars, Gray * 

  Dreamland Burning, Latham * 
  Eliza and Her Monsters, Zappia * 

  Far From the Tree, Benway * 
  Goodbye Days: A Novel, Zentner* 

  Invictus, Graudin * 
  Moxie, Mathieu * 

  Nyxia, Reintgen * 
  One of Us is Lying, McManus * 

  Soldier Boy, Hutton * 
  The Hate U Give, Thomas *The 

  Names They Gave Us, Lord * 

* Young Adult title (contains more mature content)  
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Read a  Read a book  Read a  Read a non-fiction  Truman/Gateway  Read a historical  with more than  serious/sad  book  nominee  fiction book  300 pages  book        

Read a book  Read a  Read a realistic  Read a classic  Read a book about  published this  Truman/Gateway  fiction book  book  friendship  year  nominee       

Read a book set  Read a  Read a book  Read a book with a  on a different  Truman/Gateway  based on a true  FREE  mystery  continent  nominee  story      

Read a science  Read a book that  Read a  Read a funny  Read a book  fiction or  is also a movie  Truman/Gateway  book  about animals   fantasy book   nominee       

Read a book  Read a  Read a book a  about St. Louis  Truman/Gatewa Read a book  grandparent/frie Read a book with a  or a famous St.  y nominee  about sports  nd/  BLUE cover  Louisan    parent loves    



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Summer Bingo Instructions:  

❏ Read at least 5 books from the Bingo Chart that form a row (up, down, across, sideways)  
❏ Read different books for each space (no double counting)  
❏ The reading space in the middle is a “FREE” space  
❏ Record titles/authors below to track your progress  
❏ A ‘cover all’ is when you complete ALL the expectations--go for it!  

Square: __________________________________________  
Title/Author: ______________________________________
 
Square: __________________________________________  
Title/Author: ______________________________________
 
Square: __________________________________________  
Title/Author: ______________________________________
 
Square: __________________________________________  
Title/Author: ______________________________________
 
Square: __________________________________________  
Title/Author: ______________________________________
 
Use remaining space to record ALL the books you read.  

__

__

__

__

__

______________________________________ 

______________________________________ 

______________________________________ 

______________________________________ 

______________________________________ 











  

 

 


 












 








8th  Grade  Pre  AP  ELA  Academic  Vocabulary  

allusion: a reference to a famous person, place, event or work of literature     

author’s purpose: the specific reason a person has for writing; the goal of writing; the purpose may be to  
insult, convince/persuade, frighten, amuse, entertain, or explain/inform  

character motivation: the combination of character traits and circumstances that cause a character to act a  
certain way  

climax: the solution to the main conflict; the turning point of the story and often the high point of the action.   

conflict  (types of): a struggle between two opposing forces, groups or individuals  

A. internal – A struggle within a character   

 1. person vs. self   

  B. external – A struggle with an outside force   

 1. person vs. person   

 2. person vs. nature (includes weather, animals, etc.)  

 3. person vs. society  

 4. person vs. technology (machine)  

context clues: hints or suggestions that surround unfamiliar words or phrases and clarify their meaning; they  
include: definitions, synonyms, examples,  comparisons or contrasts, or other expressions that help a reader infer  
a word’s meaning.  

connotation: the idea and feelings associated with a word; example: mother = warmth, love, security  

denotation: the dictionary definition of a word; example: mother = a female parent   

dialogue: the words that characters speak aloud   

essay: a short work of nonfiction that deals with a single subject; may be either formal or informal  

fiction: a prose selection which is invented; can be based on a true story or completely made up  

figurative language: any language that is not intended to be interpreted in a literal sense; types include simile,  
metaphor,  personification, and hyperbole  

simile: a comparison of two unlike things using the words “like”, “as”, “than” or “resembles”   

Example: Her eyes sparkle like the stars in the   heavens.  

metaphor: a comparison of two unlike things that does not use the words “like”, “as”, “than” or “resembles”.  
Example: He is a coiled spring of energy just waiting to explode.  









  


 







  
 








 

















hyperbole: an exaggerated statement used for effect  
Example: It’s raining cats and dogs.  

personification: when an inanimate object is given human characteristics  
Example: The wind whistled in the trees.  

imagery: words or details that appeal to the senses and cause a scene  to flash before the reader’s eyes;  appeals  
to the senses  

symbolism: a symbol is a word (person, place, object, or action) that has meaning in itself but is used to  
represent or stand for  something else as well.  
Example: The color green may symbolize   greed.   

idiom: an expression whose meaning is different than the sum of its individual words   

paradox: a situation, person, or thing that combines contradictory features   

euphemism: a mild or indirect word or expression substituted for one  considered to be too harsh or blunt when  
referring to something  unpleasant or embarrassing  

oxymoron: a figure of speech in which apparently contradictory terms appear together  
Example: jumbo shrimp  

flashback: an interruption in a story to tell about an earlier event or scene that explains the actions or feelings  
of a character  

foreshadowing: the writer’s hints and clues about what is going to happen later in the story  

genre: categories of literature characterized by similarities in form, style, or subject matter   

inference: a reasonable conclusion about something based on certain clues or facts presented in the story  

irony:  a contrast between what is stated and what is actually meant, or between what is expected to happen and  
what actually does happen  

verbal irony: one thing is said, but the opposite is meant    

situational irony: an event turns out differently than expected  

dramatic irony:  the reader or audience knows something a character does not    

mood: the dominant emotion created in the reader by a literary passage; a feeling or atmosphere that a reader  
senses while reading or listening to a work of literature  

narrator: voice that relates the details of the story to the reader, the teller of the story   

nonfiction: any prose selection that tells about something that actually happened or that presents factual  
information about something  



 









 

 

 
   

























parody: an imitation of the style of a particular writer, artist, or genre with deliberate exaggeration for comic  
effect  

plot: the sequence of events in a story  

plot twist: an unexpected development in a story    

point of view: the character telling the story  

first person: the narrator is a character in the story telling the story in his or her own words.   

second person:  the narrator is telling the story to another character using the pronoun “you”; often used in  
directions  

third person limited:  the narrator is not a character in the story but knows and shares the thoughts and ideas of  
one character  

third person objective:  the narrator is not a character in the story, and does not share the thoughts or ideas on  
any  characters; only reports on what can be seen or  heard  

third person omniscient: the narrator is not a character in the story, but the narrator knows the thoughts and  
feelings of more than one character   

pun: a play on words based on the similarity of sound between two words with different meanings  

setting: the total environment chosen by an author for a specific purpose; may often need to be inferred, and  
includes both time and place and helps creates the mood of the story  

rhyme: the repetition of accented vowels and syllable sounds   

rhythm: the pattern or flow of sound created by the arrangement of stressed and unstressed syllables in a line of  
poetry  

alliteration: a repetition of consonant sounds at the beginning of words; used to give emphasis  

onomatopoeia: the use of a word whose sound in some degree imitates or suggests its meaning  

stanza: a grouping of two or more lines in a poem; it is like a paragraph in a piece of prose  

stereotype: a broad generalization or oversimplified view that disregards individual differences  

suspense: a feeling of growing tension, excitement, or uncertainty about what is going to happen in a story;  
created by various techniques, including repetition, setting, figurative language, or mysterious circumstances  

theme: the universal truth about life that a story conveys; a story may have various themes, and it is not the  
same thing as the subject or topic of the writing   

thesis: one sentence that contains the main idea(s) or purpose of an essay; positioned at the end of the  
introduction  



















 
 
 
 
 
 

tone:  the author’s attitude toward his or her subject; the author’s tone may be serious, sarcastic, playful,  
objective, etc.  

protagonist: the main character in the story that faces a conflict; the reader/audience roots for this character to  
be successful  

antagonist: someone or something that is against the protagonist; it poses the conflict for the protagonist  

static character: a character does not experience an underlying change throughout a story; his or her  
character/personality remains the same  

dynamic character: a character undergoes a fundamental/meaningful change throughout the story  

round character: the reader sees many aspects of the character’s personality  

flat character: the reader only one side to the character’s personality  

methods of characterization:  the methods used to present the personality of a character in a narrative.  




